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SBB’S SDQL SU TREND OF THE DAY: TODAY FROM SBB:

S

PORTSBOOK BREAKERS NCAAB has a
he Rockies are 10-0 since May 21, 2013 as a home favorite
trends play with 3 active ATS trends/
after a loss in which they allowed 12+ hits for a net profit
systems as well as 2 active OU trends/
of $1000.
systems active in the National Championship game Monday. Get this strong package for just $10 in web
SDQL TEXT: team=Rockies and HF and 12<=po:hits and p:L and debit value.
date>=20130521
PORTSBOOK BREAKERS MLB dropped its plays yesterday. SBB
has one play Monday, a 4-STAR Side of the Day going in a mid
afternoon game. Get this play guaranteed for just $20 in web
debit value.

T

SBB’S SDQL PITCHER TREND OF THE DAY:

S

W

KILLERSPORTS.COM ACTIVE TRENDS:

SDQL TEXT: starter=Matt Moore and AF and date>=20130417

he Reds are 0-8 since September 29, 2012 when they are off
a win in which they had at least three times as many hits as
runs and it is not the last game of a series for a net profit of $1072
when playing against.

hen Matt Moore starts the Rays are 12-1 since April 17,
2013 as a road favorite for a net profit of $1055.

MLB BIBLE ACTIVE TREND :

T

he Reds are 0-11 (+$1,436) since April 25, 2013 when they
are off a win in which they had at least three times as many
hits as runs.
SDQL TEXT: team=Reds and p:hits/ p:runs>=3 and p:W and
date>=20130425

T

he Yankees are 11-1 since Sep 25, 2009 at home after a win
as a road dog.

SUBMIT YOUR TRENDS:

K

illersports.com is a collected effort of smart, savvy individuals
looking to capitalize in the world of sports and those efforts
include you! This is a group effort and in this section we want
you to team up and provide each other with the best information possible! Submit your best and most interesting trends to
he Red Sox are 13-1 since April 13, 2013 as a favorite after a kyle@killersports.com and when they are active, will will publish
loss it is the first game of the series for a net profit of $1120. them in this section and credit you as the mastermind behind a
great MLB find.

SBB’S SDQL CHOICE TREND:

T

T

SDQL TEXT: team=Red Sox and F and p:L and SG=1 and USER Submitted: NONE
date>=20130413

Note: It is not SportsBook Breakers recommendation to make plays based solely on one trend (our selections at
killercappers.com don’t). Weigh these trends along with other factors accordingly.

Today’s MLB Schedule
Away

Home

Time

Away Starter

Home Starter

National
TV

Baltimore

N.Y. Yankees

1:05 pm

Jimenez (0-1) - 6.00 ERA

Kuroda (0-1) - 3.00 ERA

MLB

L.A. Angels

Houston

2:10 pm

Wilson (0-1) - 9.53 ERA

Cosart (1-0) - 0.00 ERA

Oakland

Minnesota

4:10 pm

Kazmir (1-0) - 0.00 ERA

Correia (0-0) - 3.00 ERA

Cincinnati

St. Louis

4:15 pm

Cingrani (0-0) - 0.00 ERA

Wacha (0-0) - 0.00 ERA

San Diego

Cleveland

7:05 pm

Erlin (0-0) - 0.00 ERA

Kluber (0-1) - 13.50 ERA

Texas

Boston

7:10 pm

Scheppers (0-0) - 15.75 ERA

Lackey (1-0) - 3.00 ERA

Tampa Bay

Kansas City

8:10 pm

Moore (0-1) - 3.18 ERA

Vargas (0-0) - 1.29 ERA

Chi. White Sox

Colorado

8:40 pm

Paulino (0-0) - 1.69 ERA

Lyles (1-0) - 7.20 ERA
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